
  Held at the University of Newcastle, it meant We had an interactive session using relatively relaxed environment. I also 

a 10-hour road trip with two of my friends conservationevidence.com, a great enjoyed seeing more examples of student 

and was worth it for a fun and informative website that is working to collate studies research on topics including tiger conflict 
day. The conference kicked off with a speed on conservation interventions and score and seal poo. 

dating networking session, which was a their effects based on evidence available. 
The afternoon started up with a lecture on 

great way to get to know the other students, Everyone was frantically searching 
marine mammals around the UK by 

who ranged from undergraduate first years through the website, racing to the correct Dr Berggren who focused on how acoustic 

to PhD finalists, and we were all ready to quiz answer in the hopes of receiving the monitoring is advancing over time, allowing 

embrace the day.  prize of a flying (sometimes poorly aimed) 24/7 detection of cetaceans and porpoises 

Alice Woodward began the student talks sweet. That kept us on our toes for the at selected sites. Laura Bamford stuck to 

by describing her research on hedgehog remainder of the morning until the eagerly the marine theme and talked us through 

rehabilitation, then we enjoyed Richard awaited lunchbreak, which was free! And the levels of protection within the Marine 

Thompson’s talk on gigantism in wood mice included brownies! Protected Area’s (MPAs). As themes go, 
on the Isle of Islay. Not only did      the final theme for the student talks 

his research show incredible      stuck firmly with canids as Holly 

size differences in wood mice      English showed us an awesome 

compared to the mainland,      video of an African wild dog being 

he even dressed the part in a      taught to present itself for collar 

mouse onesie proving himself      fitting; Jessica Vitale described 

worthy as the day’s voted top      the results of her PhD looking at 

speaker. We learnt about species      the responses to hyaena latrines; 

identification by hair sampling      and Francesca Marshal-Stochmal 

from William Shepherd, and      explained the difference between 

Pen-Yuan Hsang impressed us      perceived threat and realised 

with his citizen science project      population sizes of carnivores in 

“MammalWeb” that confidently      Botswana. I was impressed by the 

uses public identification to      confidence and enthusiasm of all the 

process camera trap images and      student speakers, but the day wasn’t 

in one case even allowing the      over yet… We learnt about the data 

apprehending of a rogue racoon      collection and verification process 

spotted on one camera. 
   

behind the “Mammal Tracker” app, Rewilding discussion   

Did you know that reedbeds      and had a positive open discussion 

were used to treat sewage and  

Throughout the break, everyone who 

  on rewilding with an expert panel 

waste water in the UK? Neither did I, until that touched on wild boar and the potential 

Marie Athorn explained that despite their brought posters had the opportunity to of lynx reintroduction. 

small size, constructed reedbeds play present them and answer any questions The conference proved to be a perfect 

an important role for biodiversity. The last as people looked around. I ticked a environment to meet like-minded people, 

speaker of the morning, Katie Watson, box by presenting my first conference discuss topics in a with friendly peers and 

showed us heat maps and models of bat poster on my undergraduate research get a feel for the wider research community. 

activity in Nottingham as an alternative to – Myxomatosis in rabbits. It was good After all the networking and learning, it was 

typical reporting.  to talk people through my results in a time to explore Newcastle and grab a drink.  
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